The Center for Career Development partners with senior students to pursue their career goals and prepare for a successful transition from college to professional life.

We’re here to empower you to pursue your path, whether you are planning to go to graduate school, exploring fellowships or working to land your first job.

We’ll guide and support you as you prepare to embark on your life of leadership and service.

**Critical Steps: Two things you really must do this year!**

1. **Senior Bootcamp**

   Upskill at the Senior Bootcamp to optimally launch your fellowship, graduate school or job search.

   Career professional leaders, in partnership with the Pre-Business Society, will guide you through the process of launching your post-Davidson plan, refining your interviewing and networking skills, articulating the value of your liberal arts education and showcasing yourself as a compelling candidate for any role or graduate program.

2. **Transition to Impact**

   Transition to impact in your professional life beyond Davidson at this capstone event.

   Learn how to interact with colleagues at all levels and across all organizations, navigate professional protocols and etiquette with poise, and negotiate your future career success with ease.

---

**Enhance your success by following these additional steps**

**Boost your Skills**

Take advantage of the career education programs offered by the CCD. From Training the Street to Excel modeling, online coding courses to interview preparation; there’s a program that intersects with your needs and interests.

**Leverage the Network**

Optimize the Davidson network of dedicated and successful alumni, parents and champions. This is your best resource to get ahead and meet your career goals. Leverage DCAN and LinkedIn to optimize your search.

**Meet Employers & Grad Schools**

Participate in on-campus recruiting events to engage with alumni and other employers interested in hiring Davidson graduates. Connect with graduate school representatives. Network for success at these events and begin applying in the fall semester for post-Davidson opportunities.

**Reach Out to your Contacts**

Keep your allies and advocates informed of your progress as you finalize applications to jobs or graduate schools. Keep fostering these relationships and continuing to build others.